Key Stage 4 Curriculum Map 2020 - 2021
Term 2
Subject: Psychology

Year: 10
Focus/Topic

Week 1
 To investigate the concepts of sensation and perception.
 Identify and describe the Ponzo, the Müller-Lyer, Rubin’s vase, the
Ames Room, the Kanizsa triangle and the Necker cube illusions.
Week 2
 To assess the binocular depth cues of retinal disparity, convergence
 To apply knowledge to understand the monocular depth cues of
height in plane, relative size, occlusion and linear perspective.
Week 3
 Understand why and how ambiguity, misinterpreted depth cues,
fiction and size constancy cause visual illusions.
Week 4
 To discuss Gibson's direct theory of perception.
 To apply knowledge to understand motion parallax.
Week 5
 To discuss Gregorys Constructivist theory

Week 6
 To understand perceptual sets and the effect of culture (Hudsons
study)

UAE Links
Perception of UAE vs reality

Home Learning / HPL Link
Pg40-41
https://www.psychboost.com/gcseperception-aqa
Meta thinking

Pg42-43
Apply binocular depth cues to
https://www.psychboost.com/gcsestructures in Dubai for example perception-aqa
Burj Khalifa and The Dubai frame Analysing
Dubai Museum of
Pg44-45
illusions: online visit
https://www.psychboost.com/gcseperception-aqa
Analysing
Pg46-47
https://www.psychboost.com/gcseUse the example of using the
Dubai metro and apply to motion perception-aqa
Meta thinking
parallax
Pg 50-51
Would a baby crawl off the Dubai https://www.psychboost.com/gcseframe?
perception-aqa
Linking
Pg 52
https://www.psychboost.com/gcseperception-aqa
Linking

Mid Term Break

Week 7
 Understand, motivation and emotion and how they affect perception.
 Understand and be able to evaluate Gilchrist and Nesberg’s study of
motivation.
Week 8
 Understand and be able to evaluate Bruner and Minturn’s study of
perceptual set.
 Understand the concept of perceptual set and how expectation affects
perception
Week 9
 Research methods
Week 10
 Understand key concepts from research methods topic.
Week 11
 Research methods and exam practice
Spring Break

Impact of culture on
motivation and
perception. UAE vs
Western cultures

Pg 53-55
https://www.psychboost.com/gcseperception-aqa
Creating

Pg56-57
https://www.psychboost.com/gcseperception-aqa
Meta thinking
Meta thinking
Research methods booklet
Meta thinking
Research methods booklet
Hard working
Past papers and exam style questions

